
 
Designed by: Wayne Koenig || A 15-30 minute “coloring game” for 2-4 players 

Overview 

In this game of competitive coloring, players are creating a window for the town cathedral. Players will 
be choosing from a selection of colored pencils that they will use to “sketch out” their design to show 
to the king. Throughout the game, players will be coloring in groupings of shapes on their sheet of 
paper, fighting to complete certain sections of the window first, while surrounding others with a variety 
of color. At the end of the game, the players will compare their window to the king’s standard, and the 
player who designs the nicest window will win the favor of the king. 

What You Willl Need 

You will need to print one group of player sheets (attached in this google drive folder), and 5 colored 
pencils (Red, Blue, Green, Yellow and Purple). 
 
Setup 

- Cut out all four of the player sheets and hand 
one to each player. If you are playing with less 
than 4 players, remove any extra player sheets. 
You will not use them. 

- Place all 5 colored pencils in the middle of the 
table within the reach of all players. 

- The last player to have been to a cathedral goes 
first. 

Gameplay 

Before a player’s turn begins, count how many colored 
pencils are in the middle of the table (ie. 5 on the first 
turn).  This is the number of adjacent shapes the current 
player must fill in. The current player chooses any one 
pencil currently in the middle of the table and fills in the 
adjacent shapes with that color equal to the number of 
pencils they counted (the first turn they will color in 5 
shapes). Once the first player has grabbed a pencil, the 
next player chooses from the pencils remaining in the middle of the table and does the same as the 
player before them, having to coloring in one less shape as there is one less pencil. Note: they MUST 
fill in the total number of shapes (see end of game). 



In addition to being adjacent, a player may never connect two groupings of the same color. This 
means that colors already on the board may only have different colors adjacent to them. For example 
once you color in a group of green shapes, you may not add any green touching that group on a later 
turn. Note: the dark line of the cross does not separate colors outside of it. They are still adjacent. 

When a player grabs the last pencil in the middle of the table they will need to fill in one shape with 
that color. After they have done so, all pencils including the one just used are returned to the middle. 
The next player starts over, grabbing one pencil and coloring in 5 adjacent shapes of that color. Note: 
You MUST always use the exact number of shapes as the number of pencils. 

Scoring a Group 
 
On each player sheet there are 5 sets of small symbols (+, ♥, ♦, ♣, and ♠) 
inside most of the shapes (the example to the right shows the top left corner 
of the player sheet). If a player manages to color in all shapes of a section, 
they must announce to all players that they have finished that section. They 
may then circle the higher number next to that symbol (i.e. for being the first 
to complete ♥ ‘s they score 5). All other players must cross out this number as 
they no longer have access to it.  

The same is true for the lower value. Second person to fill in that symbol 
gains the lower value. Third and fourth place get no points. 

Note: the placement for the cross is on both sides of it. 15 being the highest, and 10 the lowest. 

Scoring Stars 

If a player surrounds one of the five stars, they count the number of colors 
surrounding it. They may then write that number inside the star. These are points that 
will score at the end of the game. The most points you may score per star is 4. Stars 
that are not fully surrounded do not score any points at the end of the game. Note: the 
star at the top of the sheet already has purple next to it. Players only need fill in 3 
more colors to score the full amount of points 

End of the Game 
 

If a player ever takes a pencil and cannot fill in the total number of spaces they must 
opt to fill in these circles at the top of their window. To do so, fill in as many spaces 
on the board as you can, and then use any remaining to fill in the circles (You may 
fill in up to 5 circles at a time). Once you have either filled in your whole window, or 
all your circles, you have finished the game. If it ever comes back to your turn and 
you can’t color in anything else, you must pass, not grabbing any of the pencils. 

Players gain points for the symbols (+, ♥, ♦, ♣, and ♠), the stars, and 1 point for 
every circle not used. Player with the most points wins. Tie goes to the player to first finish their 
window. Thanks for playing! 
Solo play 

For this version you will still need 5 pencils and a print of the player boards, but this time you need 
less friends! 



Gameplay works relatively the same to the multiplayer game, except you will be the only one drafting 
the pencils. If you cover up all of a symbol (+, ♥, ♦, ♣, and ♠) and both values are still available, you 
score both of them. If one or both of the values has been crossed off (see below) you may not score 
that value(s). 

Unlike the multiplayer game, when you return pencils, you do not return the last pencil used. This 
means that you will have to wait till all the pencils are returned to use that color again. 

In addition, every time you must return the pencils to the center of the table, you must remove one of 
your scoring opportunities. To do so, cross off the higher value of any of the 5 symbols (+, ♥, ♦, ♣, and 
♠) that is not in any way marked yet. You can no longer gain this value. Note: it is possible to cross off 
both values in a symbol so that it may not be scored later on in the game. 

Once all values have been crossed out, or scored, you must now cross out stars instead. If all stars, 
and symbols are ever all crossed out, and/or filled in your game is over. Count up your score and 
compare it to the table below to see how you did. Thank you for playing Coloring in the Stained Glass! 

40-50 
51-60 
61-70 
71-80 
81-90 




